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Map Information: The information and data contained in this map is for reference only and may not be suitable for other purposes including design. The information may not be accurate, current or otherwise reliable.

Notes:
1. Aerial imagery sourced from Public Transport Victoria, Imagery version 101 and dated 2015.
3. Rail alignment sourced from AJM JV, revision P2.3 dated 28-10-2015.
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1. Aerial imagery sourced from Public Transport Victoria, image resolution 10cm and date of capture February 2015.
3. Rail alignment sourced from AJM JV, revision P2.3 dated 28-10-2015.
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NOTES:
1. Aerial imagery sourced from Public Transport Victoria,
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   Design resolution 20m and date captured 10/02/2019
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   Directory.
3. Rail alignment sourced from AJM JV, revision P2.3 dated
   28-10-2015.
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